EDM Products and Services
Aerospace
Moldmaking
Government
Die Casting
Forging
Medical
Energy

Products

EDM Power Supplies
The EDM Zap lineup of power supplies gives users excellent performance in a variety
of industries. From the manual version to the ZNC and CNC, facilities benefit from
the increased performance and improved reliability. The E Series version, specifically
designed for the energy industry, offers superior technology in a portable package.
EDM Zap also offers used EDM power supplies.

EDM Machines
EDM Zap offers new, used, and custom EDM machines.
New equipment can be in the form of off-the-shelf to custom
designed solutions. EDM Zap can design a machine to fit a
particular application to maximize efficiency.
Upgrade existing equipment to new machine performance
with a variety of enhancements including new head, digital
readout, or even a new power supply. EDM Zap also offer
complete rebuilding of equipment.
Used refurbished/certified EDM equipment is also available to
increase production capabilities without breaking the bank.

Zap Ram Pulser
The EDM ZAP Ram Pulser is a solid state electronic timer
which improves the cutting conditions in the EDM gap,
providing faster cut times and better finishes with less
chance of DC arcing.

Miscellaneous
EDM Tooling
Machine Components: Filters, Pump Parts, Cables, etc.
Power Supply Components: Boards, Switches, Displays, etc.
EDM Accessories
EDM Fluids

EDM Cutting Heads
Depending on your
machine and application,
EDM Zap has a solution.
For typical equipment,
EDM Zap offers a AC Servo
high speed head. EDM Zap
also designs cutting heads
for custom applications
such as special projects,
core sampling, and
more. In addition, unique
configurations can be
engineering for the energy
industry.

Flame Sensor
The EDM Zap flame sensor technology can sense
an EDM fire before it begins. Once a flame is
detected, the sensor can be programmed to turn
off the power to the job there-by preventing a fire.

EDM Dielectric Oil
EDM Zap features its brand of dielectric fluid that has been approved by EDM manufacturers
and out performs other products on the market. EDM 3001 Lite, Clear-3, and EDM 3033 are
three products that have EDM shops performing at optimum levels.
EDM 3001 Lite is an advanced premium synthetic dielectric fluid for
machines of all power ratings and sizes. High performance and long lasting.
Clear-3 is a semi-synthetic dielectric fluid with excellent qualities.
EDM 3033 is a premium, highly refined petroleum fluid suitable for virtually
all applications.

WHEN IT COMES TO
EDM, OUR POWER
SUPPLIES MEANS
BUSINESS.
DESIGNED TO BE PRODUCTIVE
When we decided to build the EDM Zap Power Supply from the ground up, we wanted to give users the best
solution in the business. The Advantage Series Power Supply is an example of what can be accomplished when you
blend research, engineering, and experience. The result is a power supply that is reliable and productive.
The EDM Zap Advantage is loaded with features that allow you to be more profitable and productive. The Manual
version offers operators a familiar control panel while the advanced electronics on the inside work to be productive
every step of the way. The ZNC and CNC versions feature powerful programming capabilities allow operators to
conduct quick burns or customize a series of functions. The advanced materials give users instant access to 100’s of
different material combinations with burn settings so you can get started right away. The main screen gives instant
feedback so you know the job is running smoothly.
The EDM Zap Power Supply doesn’t just work harder, but helps you work smarter. With advanced electronics and
fiber optic connections the power supply is efficient and powerful.
Why build such an advanced power supply here in the USA when others import from offshore? Because it is not
just our reputation on the line, but yours too.

INSTANT INFORMATION
When a job is running, you want information; the
Operator Run Screen gives you important information
in real time. Be in the know with details on position,
voltage feedback, cut statistics, and messages
regarding the project.

SIMPLE SETTINGS AND
POWERFUL PROGRAMMING
The Advantage ZNC and CNC models include a simple
but powerful programming environment. Whether you
need to do a quick burn or an intricate procedure, the
Advantage has the tools for you do get the job done.

POWER SUPPLY FOR
THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
The EDM Zap Advantage E Series is the only
power supply on the market specifically
designed for the energy industry.

EXTENSIVE REPORTING
CAPABILITIES
With the ability to record and report various events,
the Advantage gives you the information you need.
Whether it is daily reports, error logs, wattage reports,
or others; every entry is recorded and date and time
stamped.

Engineering & Design Services
EDM Zap offers engineering and design services to create custom solutions for your complex situations.
EDM Cutting Head Design
Flush System Design
Custom Machine Design
PCB Electronics Design
Electrode Design

Project Support / SME
EDM Zap technicians have years of experience in a variety of industries. This
experience and technical know-how can help you with large jobs, complex projects,
or mission critical operations. Depending on your project, EDM Zap offers Subject
Matter Experts (SME) for those jobs that require an additional level of confidence.
Field Project Technical Support
Field Project SME (Subject Matter Experts)

www.edmzap.com

1.630.852.1699

Service & Repair
EDM Zap can maintain and repair a variety of EDM’s from various manufacturers.
EDM Zap offers EDM service and repair on many classic EDM’s including Elox, ERM,
Xermac, Cincinnati, EDM Solutions, Ingersoll, Hansvedt, Easco Sparkatron, and more.
EDM Zap offers on site service at your facility. Centrally based in Chicago, technicians
travel all over North America to keep your EDM operating at its best. Often technicians
are available to travel the same day or next day to provide quick repair to keep your
EDM’s profitable.
EDM Zap also offers in house repair of components and equipment. Many customers
ship individual components for repair and testing and when the repair is completed it is
shipped back to you. Additional services such as full equipment service is also available
where customers send in entire machines or power supplies for check-up, service,
repair, and testing.

Training
To help get your staff up and running, EDM Zap
offers a variety of training programs. Training
modules can be customized and tailored for
different employees and groups. In addition,
training can be coordinated to take place at EDM
Zap, on-site at your facility, or another location.
Basic Principles of EDM
Programming & Operation
Advanced Materials
E-Tech Training
Basic Maintenance
Cut Optimization

Elox & Xermac Equipment
If you have an Elox, ERM, or Xermac sinker, there isn’t anyone better at repairing, upgrading,
or rebuilding them than EDM Zap. With a wide range of parts and supplies available, EDM Zap
can help keep your equipment productive and profitable for years.
The EDM Zap Power Supplies work great with many EDM’s and often times has an older
machine such as an Elox or Xermac outperforming new equipment - at a fraction of the cost.

Founded in 1971, EDM Zap has established a reputation
of excellence in the EDM industry. Serving a wide
range of commercial markets both domestically and
internationally, EDM Zap helps customers meet their
manufacturing and operating needs through a variety of
services including engineering, operation, support, and
sales.

COMPANY

EDM Zap started as a service company that maintained,
repaired, and upgraded EDM equipment from a variety
of manufacturers. Widely considered experts in the
industry, EDM Zap has dominated the independent
service industry. Over the last decade, the addition of
new personnel has helped EDM Zap expand to new
markets including EDM Zap branded equipment.

Contact Us
The primary markets EDM Zap serves include the
Aerospace, Moldmaking, Forging, Energy, and Medical
markets. A majority of these customers use EDM Zap
for traditional assistance in equipment services such
as support and maintenance. A growing number of
organizations are utilizing EDM Zap’s engineering
services for unique, challenging, or custom machining
operations.

Web
www.edmzap.com
Email
info@edmzap.com
MARKETS

Phone
1.630.852.1699
Address
EDM Zap
1108 Front Street
Lisle IL 60532
USA

EDM Zap’s knowledge, technology, and products make
it unique in the marketplace. The building blocks of
this success are the accomplished people who work for
EDM Zap. They have years of EDM expertise that help
customers continue to be successful. In addition to its
people, EDM Zap’s technology and products stand out
and often provide specialized solutions to challenging
problems.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

EDM Zap also operates dozens of ecommerce sites
featuring a wide range of products for different industries.
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